Wolf Mountain Ranch Rules and Regulations:
Rules and regulations are to ensure a quality hunt experience and to protect the
natural resources of the ranch property. Failure to comply with the rules and
regulations will result in discontinuation of hunting privileges and/or further actions.
1.

All State hunting laws will be enforced on the ranch. CPW Officers may patrol this ranch and will be
notified of rule violations, which could result in forfeiture of your hunt, as well as appropriate legal
action being taken.
2. Not all of Wolf Mountain Ranch is enrolled in Ranching for Wildlife and open to hunting. It is the
hunter’s responsibility to know where they are and only hunt land enrolled in the Ranching for
Wildlife program, One80 is available to help direct you.
3. Trespassing off Wolf Mountain Ranch RFW enrolled property will result in prosecution and loss of
Ranch hunting privileges.
4. Harvested elk must be properly tagged and presented at the One80 Outfitters Hunting Camp
between 8:30am – 4pm, for accurate reporting of harvest to CPW.
5. Firearms must be left in your vehicle at check-in and check-out.
6. Vehicle access is limited to improved roads only.
7. ATVs are allowed, horses and snowmobiles are not.
8. ATVs are allowed off-road only for retrieval of game. Please be considerate of other hunters and
game movements when you decide on the time and manner of game retrieval. Tread Lightly.
9. All hunters must make every reasonable effort to retrieve wounded game. If available, One80 staff
will help. Colorado State Statute requires all persons who shoot at, wound, or may have wounded
game to make a reasonable attempt to locate that game.
10. The ranch is divided into several hunting zones. Each zone will have a limited number of hunters that
will be allowed access to that unit each day. Hunt Zones will be assigned on a first come basis.
11. To avoid overcrowding you must hunt within the zone you are assigned for a full 2 days. You can
change tracts with approval of One80 management.
12. Be certain of your target and that you are shooting in a safe direction. Be aware of other hunters,
livestock, ranch personnel, and buildings.
13. No pre-season scouting access is permitted.
14. Each hunter may bring only one guest; however, no firearm may be carried by that person. Hunters
and non-hunting guest must sign an acknowledgement of ranch rules and liability waivers.
15. Camping on the Ranch is not allowed.
16. No fires; and smoking is not allowed, except inside your vehicle.
17. Dogs, liquor, or illegal drugs are not allowed on the Ranch. Consumption of alcohol is not permitted
on the Ranch.
18. All hunters are responsible for picking up and packing out their trash. Please bury all human waste.
19. When passing through gates please leave them as you found them. Cutting fences is not allowed.
20. Road closures in certain areas may occur due to extreme or dangerous conditions. Hunters will be
notified of such closures at check-in.
21. We do not allow hunting for any game animals other than that authorized by your Ranching for
Wildlife elk license.
One80 Outfitters asks that you please respect the ranch, the wildlife and the other hunters. You are a
welcome guest and a successful hunt is an important part of our cooperative wildlife management program.

